Given a function f as an oracle, the collision problem is to find two distinct inputs i and j such that f(i) = !(j), under the promise that such inputs exist.
Introduction and summary of results
The exponential speed-up of Shor's quantum algorithm for integer factorization [21] over the best known classical algorithm has inspired scientists of many fields to explore the power of quantum computing. On the other hand, un derstanding the limitations of quantum computing is also 0272-5428/02 $17.00 (!;l2002 IEEE 513 of great importance. Identifying problems that are hard for quantum computers can not only deepen our knowledge on the power of quantum computing, but is also necessary for developing a new cryptography immune to quantum crypt analysis. Given a function f as an oracle, the collision problem is to find two distinct inputs i and j such that f(i) = f(j), under the promise that such inputs exist. This paper con cerns the r-to-one collision problem, in which the oracle is promised to be r-to-one, for some integer r fixed in ad vance. The case r = 2 is important because random two-to one functions are considered good models of collision in tractable functions, which is a fundamental cryptographic
primitive. An exponential (in log n) quantum lower bound would be evidence for the existence of collision intractable functions for quantum computers.
Other motivations of our study arise from the close con nection of our problem to other widely-studied problems. An example is the hidden subgroup problem, in which the input is some T-to-one function with additional promises. The Abelian case of the hidden subgroup problem can be solved efficiently by a natural generalization of the well known quantum algorithms of Simon [23] and Shor [22] , while the non-Abelian case is one of the major challenges in the design of fast quantum algorithms (refer to Grigni, Schulman, Vazirani, and Vazirani [13] for a recent develop ment). A quantum lower bound for Collision would illumi nate our understanding of the problem structures that allow or disallow a quantum speed-up.
It is not hard to see that 8( Jnjr) evaluations are suffi cient and necessary for classical algorithms to solve the r to-one Collision. Interestingly, quantum computers can do much better: using Grover's quantum search algorithm [15] in a novel way, the quantum algorithm found by Brassard, H�yer, and Tapp [9] makes only 0 ((njr)1/3) evaluations.
Despite much research effort, no lower bound better than constant had been found until very recently, when Aaronson proved the ground-breaking n ((njr)1/5) lower bound l11.
In this paper, we improve the lower bound to the tight bound. Theorem 1.1 (Lower bound for Collision). Let n > 0 and r ;::: 2 be integers with rln, and let a function of do main size n be given as an oracle with the promise that it is either one-to-one or T-to-one. Then any error-bounded quantum algorithm for distinguishing these two cases must evaluate the function n ((n/T)I/3) times. Thus, finding a collision in an r-to-one function of domain size n requires n ((n/r)I/3) evaluations.
For tow integers a and b, a $ b, denote the set {a, a [n] is given as an oracle with the promise that it is either one-to-one or T-to-one. Then any quantum algorithm for distinguishing these two cases must evaluate the function n ((n/r)I/4) times. Thus, finding a collision in an r-to-one function from [nJ to [n] must evalu ate the function n (( n / r) 1 /4) times.
Given n real numbers, are they all distinct? This is the classical problem of Element Distinctness, studied by many authors in the classical setting. A simple algorithm would be to sort the numbers using 8( n log n) compar isons, and then check the equality of neighboring num bers. This is essentially optimal classically, as suggested by the many n (nlogn) lower bounds in various clas sical models. In contrast,' with another creative use of Grover's algorithm [15] Any quantum algorithm that accesses the inputs through an oracle and solves the element distinctness problem ofn real numbers must make n (n2/3) oracle queries. If only com parisons are allowed, the same number of comparisons are required.
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The previous best known quantum lower bound is n (yTi) queries to the inputs, which can be obtained by a simple reduction from the search problem; and n ( ..,fii log n) comparisons in the comparisons-only model, due to H{Ilyer, Neerbek, and Shi [16] . The gap between our lower bound and the 0 (n3/4Iog n) upper bound of Buhrman et al. [10] remains to be closed. The strongest classical lower bound is the n (n log n) lower bound on the depth of randomized algebraic decision trees, due to Grig oriev, Karpinski, Meyer auf der Heide, and Smolensky [14] .
For classical lower bounds in weaker models refer to the pa pers by Ben-Or [7] , Steele and Yao [24] , and, Dobkin and Lipton [12] .
Remark 1.5. The worse-case and average-case complexities of the collision problems considered here are the same be cause of their symmetry. The reader may find it helpful to regard the problems as bipartite graph properties, and the inputs as bipartite graphs.
2 Proof outline and previous works
Proof outline
From now on, we shall refer to distinguishing an r-to one function from a one-to-one function as the r-to-one problem, and denote it by Dr .... . 1, or Dr .... . 1 (n, N) when the domain and range sizes are n and N, respectively. For sim plicity, we shall deal with T = 2 in this section.
Our proof for Theorem 1.1 takes two steps: first we re duce to D 2 .... . 1 a new problem Half-two-to-one, which is then shown to have an n (n1/3) lower bound. Denote the set {% + 1, nl, % + 1, n2,'" ,n} by [% + 1, n] (n is even).
Definition 2.1. Let n > 0 be an integer and 41n. In the half two-to-one problem, or D��l (n, n) for short, a functi on from [n] to [n] is given as an oracle with the promise that half of the inputs are two-to-one mapped to [� + 1, n], and the other half are mapped to [!j], either one-to-one or two to-one. The problem is to distinguish these two cases.
Lemma 2.2. The problem D��l(n,n) can be reduced to D2 .... . 1 (n, 3n/2) with at most a constant factor slow-down.
The reduction is done by exploring the symmetry of the problems, and by using the following important fact: on the n/2 inputs mapped to [� + 1, n]. f can be modified to be one-to-one mapped to [3n/2]\[n/2], without much slow down.
We prove Theorem 2.3 by using the polynomial method of Beals. Buhrman, Cleve, Mosca, and de Wolf [6] , and
Aaronson [I J with new ideas. More specifically, let us fix a T-queries algorithm A for D��l (n, n). First we sym metrize A to obtain A so that running A on any input f is equivalent to running A on a random input f "isomorphic" to f. Then we run A on the oracle fm,g, the function g-to one mapped to [n/2J on the first m inputs and two-to-one mapped to [� + 1, nJ on the remaining.
Following an important observation of Beals et al. [6] that relates the number of quantum queries to polynomial degrees, and from the nice symmetry of A, the acceptance probability F(fm,g) turns out to be a polynomial in m and 9 with degree :s: 2T. In addition, for all m and 9 such that fm,g is well-defined, FUm,g) E [0, 1J; and, there is a gap between FU�,l) and F(f�, 2 )' These two nice prop erties enable one to apply a theorem by Paturi [19J to prove the desired lower bound for deg (F(fm, g) ). We point out that essentially Paturi's theorem follows from both Markov Inequality and Bernstein Inequality, two fundamental theo rems in approximation theory that give good lower bounds for polynomial degrees.
For proving Theorem 1.2, we need the following addi tional idea. Given an algorithm for D2_1 (n, n), we modify the algorithm so that it can be run on inputs that are only partially defined: Whenever the algorithm queries an unde fined input, we force the algorithm to abort on the corre sponding base vector. The rest of the proof is similar to that for Theorem 1.1.
Remark 2.4. Running the symmetrized algorithm on a fixed input is equivalent to running the algorithm on some ran dom input, as treated by Aaronson [I] . However, we feel that our treatment explores the symmetry of the problem more explicitly and thus makes it less mysterious that the acceptance probability turns out to be a polynomial.
Relation with previous works
Aaronson [I] introduces the following original lower bound idea, which we shall refer to as the derived poly nomial method: run the given T-queries algorithm on f Y ' a probability distribution determined by a parameter y. A new polynomial on y of O(T) degree is derived from the aver age acceptance probability, and is then shown to have high degree by other methods. He is also the first to consider running the given algorithm on almost g-to-one functions for arbitrary g. We follow this approach in proving Theo rem 2.3 and improve his proof in the following ways: (I)
The derived polynomial method seems to be more effective on Half-two-to-one than on Two-to-one itself. This is be cause the structure of Half-two-to-one yields a polynomial that has a gap around m = n/2, while the range of m is [ 0, nJ. This feature, lacking in [IJ, is very important because it allows one to apply Bernstein Inequality, which in general gives a better degree lower bound than Markov Inequality if It seems to us that our partial input idea was not used be fore. Another novel way of manipulating inputs for proving quantum lower bounds is used by Ambainis [3J, where an adaptive adversary changes the input according to the per formance of the algorithm.
Our problem can be formulated in the black-box compu tation model, a model widely studied in recent years due to both its simplicity and its power in modeling many natural problems. For other techniques for proving quantum lower bounds in this model, and quantum black-box computation in general, refer to the excellent survey of Ambainis [5) . [20] , averages a Boolean function by tossing independent coins for each Boolean variable, and the mean value of each coin is a linear function of a single parameter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec tion 3, we defi ne the black-box model, introduce some nota tions, and state theorems from approximation theory which our proofs finally rely on. We then prove our lower bound for the general case of Collision in Section 4, which is fol lowed by the proof for the special case of small range. Fi nally, we discuss some open problems.
Preparations for the proofs
Let n � 0 and N � ° be integers and F := F(n, N) be the set of all functions from [nJ to [NJ. Let f E F be given as an oracle. Following Beals et al. [6] , we give the following definition of the black-box model, customized to our setting.
A quantum black-box algorithm works in a Hilbert space of dimension n 2 L, for some L := L(n) < +00. An or thonormal basis is chosen and denoted by A quantum black-box algorithm that makes T queries con sists ofT + 1 unitary operators, Uo, U1," . ,UT, and a pro jection operator P, on the Hilbert space. It starts with a constant vector denoted by 10), then applies the following sequence of operators:
The acceptance probability is
We say that the algorithm computes a function IjJ : F :2 F' -+ {O, I}, where F' <;;; F, with error probability bounded by € if for every f E F', IP(f) -¢(f)1 ::; E. The quantum complexity of ¢ is the minimal integer T such that there exists a quantum algorithm that computes IjJ with T queries and errs with a probability bounded by 1/3. For all s E F*, the predicate Is : F* --> {O, I} is defi ned as follows:
1.
(1*) := 1 <=> S <;;; 1*, VI* EF *.
Fix a quantum black-box algorithm that queries T times.
By Lemma 3.1, the acceptance probability can be written as P (f) = Vs, f3s E JR. (1) sET" ,card(.):$2T
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Now proving a quantum lower bound is reduced to prov ing a lower bound on deg(P), for which we will resort to the following two fundamental theorems from approximation theory. For any function q : JR --> JR, and any set D <;;; JR, let II q ll D denote sup { l q(Q)1 : QED}. 
-Q2
The proofs for the above theorems can be found in Chap ter 4 of the book by Devore and Lorentz [II] . We will ac tually use the following result that follows from the above theorems. It was proved (with slight modifi cation) by Pa turi [19] in giving tight bounds for the lowest degree poly nomial approximation to symmetric Boolean functions. c> O. Then,
In particular.
As a convention, all random variables are uniform over their domain. Let A be a quantum algorithm for D2-+1 (n, 3n/2). We shall derive an algorithm B for 1/2 ( D 2 -+ 1 n, n).
We call a function f half-two-to-one, if it is one-to-one on a half of its input, two-to-one on the other half, and, the two images are disjoint. Let PI 2' 2/3, Po .:; 1/3, and P 1/2 be the acceptance probabilities of A with the input being a random two-to-one, one-to-one, and half-two-to-one func tion from [n] to [3n/2], respectively. Let f be the oracle function for the D��l (n, n) problem. Then I is either half two-to-one or two-to-one, with some additional constrains on the range.
If P 1 /2 < 1/2, B will be the following: Choose random variables U E SG[n) and T E SG[3n/2], then run A on f := r!f (f). If f is two-to-one, the algorithm will accept with probability PI 2: 2/3; otherwise it will accept with probability Plj2 < 1/2.
Notice that the oracle O f can be simulated by two appli cations of OJ together with some local unitary operators. Now B will be: Choose random variables U E SG(n), and T E SG(3n/2), then run A on f := r!f (1).
Note that for each i with
. Therefore, if I is half-two to-one, 1 is one-to-one, in which case f is a random one-to one function; thus B will accept with probability Po ::; 1/3.
On the other hand, if I is two-to-one, 1 is half-two-to-one, in which case f is a random half-two-to-one function; thus B will accept with probability P 1/2 2: 1/2. 
Lower bound fo r the half-two-to-one problem
Fix a quantum algorithm for D��l (n, n), and let P( f )
be its acceptance probability. To prove an n (n 1 / 3) lower bound for D��l (n, n), we need only to prove the lower 
, g re i -m)/21 + n/2 otherwise. 
By direct calculations, j=O m -g .
which is a polynomial in m and 9 of degree
Since deg(F(fm,g » ::; 2T by the above lemma, it suffices to prove deg(F( fm,g» = n (n1 / 3) .
Since F Um, g) is defined to be the acceptance probabil ity for the oracle fm,g , Proof of Theorem 1. 1. Combining Lemma 2.2 and The orem 2.3 we obtain Theorem 1.1 for the case r = 2. To generalize to arbitrary r � 2, we need only to replace Half two-to-one by Half-r-to-one, denoted by D��l (n, � + :;) , where the oracle is r-to-one mapped to [n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2" . . ,n/2 + n/r] on n/2 inputs and the other n/2 inputs are mapped to [n/2] either r-to-one or one-to-one. In Def inition 4.1, the condition 21m for (m,g) being valid is re placed by rim.
1/2
In analogy to Lemma 2.2, Dr-> 1 (n, � + :;) can be reduced to Dr->1 (n, 3n/2). To prove the n ( n/r)1/3) lower bound for the former, we need only to modify the proof for the latter by choosing appropriate parameters. That is, we set G := (l (n/r)2/3 J) ·r. We leave the remaining work for interested readers. Let nand r be integers, and rln. Fix a T-queries quan tum black-box algorithm for Dr->1(n, n). Let P(f) be its acceptance probability. Instead of making a reduction. we need the following lemma. Proof Let Ut> 0 � t � T, and P be the unitary operators and the final projection operator of the algorithm. Let P s be the operator that projects a state to the subspace spanned by {Ii,j, l}
Then it can be easily proved by induction that pes) = IIPPsUTOxps'" PsU10xPsUoIO)11 2 .
The lemma follows. We omit the proof since it is in analogy to the proof for Lemma 4.2.
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